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LISA YODER

Benet its and Adaptations
of Discussion Use
in the Reading Classroom
Lisa Yoder is a fifth-grade teacher in Ithaca
North Elementary School and is working on a
graduate degree program.

early as predictable as the onset of
Benefits of Discussing
another school year each fall was
Reading Assignments
the routine we students followed
The complex process of reading requires
at the beginning of higher level
students at all levels to reach beyond the sound/
literature classes. We shuffled
symbol relationship of letters on a page to the
furniture into the requisite circle, and the
bigger ideas suggested therein and to connect
teacher would direct yet another discussion of
those ideas to their world. Most teachers, now
the assigned reading. Somehow I never seemed
influenced by constructivist thought in underto glean any greater insights from the text
graduate and graduate courses, scholarly
through these endeavors, although in hindsight I
journals, and professional development opporturealize a large part of that was due to my own
nities, would have no problem with such a
lack of involvement. Therefore, when I came
concept. Since none of those vehicles, whereby
into possession of a classroom all my own,
educators are educated, has yet perfected extradiscussion was rather low on my list of priorities
sensory perception techniques, teachers must
as a strategy. Fortunately, participation in pilotfind other avenues by which they can establish
ing Real Reading in the Middle led me to set
students' interaction with their reading materiaside my reservations and begin to make a place
als. One of the most obvious ways to accomplish
in my reading program for conversations about
this is by engaging the students in a discussion
reading. However, I still
grounded in and grown from the text.
Well-structured book
felt a need to review the
It can be a daunting task for an elconversations within the
research in order to
ementary level teacher to essentially
convince myself that
context of the reading
open the floor to the insights, opinions,
discussions can be
program have many long
and struggles of his or her students. It
powerful tools. After
may seem that the teacher has forfeited
range benefits
completing the review
responsibility for preparing and running
that overwhelmingly supported the use of disthe classroom and that the students are only
cussion groups, I implemented the process with
socializing instead of constructing a more
my students. I found that, with careful planning,
complex understanding of a literature passage.
even the most reluctant students are given a
However, compelling reasons exist, due to
voice. Using discussion centered around literaextensive research, that well-structured book
ture has now become a worthwhile routine for
conversations within the context of the reading
all learners in the classes I teach.
program have many long range benefits.
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gleaning meaning from a text ensures that
Class discussion centered around books
"reading takes on new importance" (Harvey,
promotes a greater interaction between the
reader, text, others, and
2001, p. 18) due to a growing investment of
Class discussions
the world around them.
the readers into what they are reading.
around
a
piece
of
When discussions develop according to
Engaging in class
literature
turns
reading
students' interactions with text, a bond is
discussions around a
and building meaning
piece of literature
formed with characters and themes, and
that bond leads students to "understand
turns reading and
into a group effort
building meaning into a
the consequences of human behavior and
group effort because "by talking, listening, and
see connections to their own lives"
(Routman, 1994, p. 133). This sets forth a
having other students fill in the gaps, what has
not been understood becomes clear" (Routman,
context wherein the relevancy of language use
1994, p. 129). With the text acting as the estaballows "learners (to) have real purposes for
lished authority, students will be sent back to it
using language, and through their language use,
as they encounter the challenges of defending
they develop control over the processes of
language" (Y. & K. Goodman in Woolfolk,
opinions and first impressions. As students share
differing insights and applications drawn from
1993, p. 225). Therefore, discussions engage
the text, their understanding of it takes on new
students on deeper levels with a text. This
shapes. Thus, they develop into "skilled readers
translates into patterns of thought and under(who) are aware of their own comprehension
standing that enrich every subsequent reading
processes ... Their processing of text does not
experience.
stop at the end of the selection, but occurs
Discrete skills that allow a student to read,
before, during, and after reading" (Keene &
interact with, connect to, and understand a text
Zimmerman, 1997, in "Who are skilled readare well worth developing in our students. The
ers?").
fertile atmosphere of a classroom filled with
This interaction with others around an agreed
conversations about
authority, the text, provides skills that assist
a text, which reDiscussions help
individuals in becoming better readers on their
search has proven
children refine
own. Since many readers have a tendency to
to encourage the
other abilities that
underestimate the importance of their role in the
growth of students
process, students should be encouraged to
into better readers,
have an even more
"realize their inner conversation and begin to
has been shown to
obvious association
focus on their own thoughts and questions" so
have a broader
with the real world.
that "reading takes on new importance" (Harvey,
impact as well.
2001, p. 18). Ongoing research, some reaching
Discussions help
back to the early 1970's (Cooper, 1993), continchildren refine
ues to establish the connection between shared
other abilities that have an even more obvious
responses and deepened student understanding
association with the real world. When "students
through greater connections with literature.
are no longer looking at and to the teacher for
Formulating ideas from and hashing out probanswers and approval, (in literature talks) they
lems with the reading "helps students learn to
not only listen better to each other but they
monitor their own reading and writing ....
come to value listening to each other"
Allowing students to respond to what they read
(Routman, 1994, p. 128). As they become more
or heard from a read-aloud provided the frameexperienced listeners, their level of sophisticawork for what Piaget referred to as the active
tion increases. Because class deliberations rarely
involvement in learning through the construcfollow simple structures, the complexity of
tion of meaning" (Cooper, 1993, p. 348). The
assertions, responses, and counterclaims can
conscious attention paid to the acts that lead to
make a discussion seem to be a pulsing organ-
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cally, question politicians' jargon, and act as
ism with a life entirely of its own. Contrary to
thoughtful citizens."
the short, focused interplay between a few
Isn't that, after all, our highest goal as teachpeople that is so common to modern media, the
interaction of a whole classroom is great prepaers? Of course we want to teach our students the
basic skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic,
ration for a future
from the corporate
"When students work but if we stop there, we have deprived them of
headquarters to the
that extra element of critical thinking that will
in groups and engage
family dinner table.
go further than all the rest in truly preparing
in
collaborative
talk
or
them for what they encounter beyond the
This is especially
use
language
to
true when one conclassroom walls.
siders the challenge communicate with real
Deep conversations, be they between two
people or among 22, serve to generate and
of keeping track of
people in real
the threads of consupport
the growth of a sense of community.
situations, they are
versation and finding
building the foundation Discussions lay the groundwork for students to
uncover their similarities and differences and
a place in the discusfor
all
later
learning"
sion to air personal
come to an appreciation of the importance of
both. In the classroom, mulling over implicaideas in today's
tions of text gives students a common
schoolrooms.
framework on which to build. In fact, it broadStudents who read, listen, and speak at a
higher level of competence as a result of discusens the child's reading of the text by
incorporating the thoughts and ideas others
sions validate their use in the language arts
generated while reading through the lenses of
subject area. "When students work in groups
their own experiences. Students are valued not
and engage in collaborative talk or use language
just for how well they can perform, but for their
to communicate with real people in real situaunique contributions. Understanding this, "they
tions, they are building the foundation for all
in turn learn to value the responses of their
later learning" (Tiedt, P., I., & S., 2001, p. 13).
peers.
This type of respect leads to a sense of
Beyond that, the interplay between diverse
community and ownership" (Cooper, 1993, p.
thoughts and impressions and the willingness to
348). That the respect and sense of community
question sources as well as fellow readers
are not reserved for the "stars" in a class with
combine to develop students with "a different
effective literary discussions is one of their
orientation toward books" (Routman, 1994, p.
primary advantages. Low
129) and through books, to life.
achieving students and
Attitudes of respect,
Other children may "read, but not
with the critical analysis" (Routman, personal responsibility, and those who are more adept
at auditory, rather than
1994, p. 129). Students learn the
empathy are necessary
visual, ways of learning
importance of establishing a repuattributes that are acquired
"are afforded new respect
table source to support their
much
more
readily
by
by their peers ... because
opinions. They look for the inconthoughtful,
conscious
use
the
groups are mixed
sistencies in the reasoning of
ability, and everyone's
than by lecture.
themselves, others, and even within
voice is given equal weight
a given text. As Routman (1994)
and respect" (Routman, 1994, p. 129). In such
says on page 133 of her book Invitations:
an atmosphere, a premium is placed on empathy
"Perhaps most significant, literature has the
both for the abstract characters in the text and
power to help develop students as critical readfor the very real ones sitting around the room.
ers, writers, and thinkers. As adults, these are
Attitudes of respect, personal responsibility, and
the people who read,with questions in mind,
empathy are necessary attributes that are acsubstantiate their opinions, take an intelligent
quired much more readily by thoughtful,
stand on an issue, read the newspaper analytiVOLUME
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sion has certain pleasures and pitfalls. Students
who talk in smaller aggregates are able to engage
much more with each other. There is immediacy
Establishing Formats for Discussion:
in the exchange of the ideas because there are
fewer people involved. Students reluctant to
Practical Applications
voice
opinions that draw the focus of the whole
So how can a teacher incorporate class discusgroup participate more actively with a smaller
sions in language arts? I have come to see that
number
because their perspective is needed more
part of my own disenfranchisement during talks
in these safer confines. It can be difficult,
about literature stemmed from a feeling of
though, to be certain that students are on task.
vulnerability. It is important for us, as teachers,
Some structural elements can help thwart the
to establish a community where students know
reign of chaos.
their voices will not be
The groups must have "a clear
silenced. Before a class or
Personal attacks cannot reason for small group discussions" (A
small group discussion
Curriculum Guide for the Secondary
about a piece of literature be tolerated lest the rich
Level, 1998) that is documented in
can be effective, certain
interplay between ideas
advance. Many times I have genercriteria must be estaband experiences be
ated
a list of questions or tasks I
lished. All students need
dampened by fear.
expect clusters to complete. It is wise
to be engaged in the
to
"establish both procedure and deprocess - whether by
gree of formality" (A Curriculum Guide for the
listening or speaking. The atmosphere has to
Secondary Level, 1998) so that the students
promote respect for others, even in the midst of a
know the best way to accomplish their goals.
disagreement. Instead of the teacher, the text
Finally, groups should know "how long they will
must be looked upon as the ultimate authority.
hold their discussion and what they will do with
Personal attacks cannot be tolerated lest the rich
their accomplishments" (A Curriculum Guide for
interplay between ideas and experiences be
the Secondary Level, 1998).
dampened by fear. Finally, students must be held
An example of using part-to-whole discussions
accountable. These principles can be established
involves the class separating into small groups,
and monitored with student input, but they
with
each one assigned to represent a different
should be set up early and referenced often.
character. As the literature is read, groups are
Students should know that they are responsible
studying the actions and attitudes of their asfor their participation in the discussion. One way
signed character. After talking together in small
to do so is to create and, over time, amend a
groups to exchange ideas and address questions
class rubric of expected behaviors that grow a
and
establish queries for other characters, the
conversation. In general, the key is to create a
class comes back together. Each group would
safe environment where students' thoughts and
have
one spokesperson who would spend the
feelings - not egos - are nourished.
discussion in character. If desired, groups could
Conversations centered on literature make a
devise
a prop or costume to denote their characpositive impact on individual reading and thinkter. During the discussion, the character would
ing as well as on the classroom environment;
have to shed light on his or her role in the book.
however, there is no need to limit these interacIn order to keep the focus on clarifying points
tions to the conventional "circle time."
about the characters and the plot in this scenario,
Following are some other options.
questions could only come from the class as a
whole with discussion among characters discourPart-to-Whole Discussion Variations
aged. At the end of the discussion, time could be
Part-to-whole discussions involve splitting
given
for small groups to add or clarify points
into smaller groups and then reconnecting with
about their character. On the following day, a
the group as a whole. This structure of a discusconscious use than by lecture. Discussions offer
an ideal format.
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different member of the group would act as
both the character and his possible motive.
spokesperson, therefore distributing responsibilIn the jigsaw approach, students are dispersed
ity equally among individuals in the unit. This
into "focus groups (where) ... they become
method of discussion would be particularly
'experts' on a specific part" (Nemes, 2001) and
useful to encourage in-depth study of characters
then return to their home group to share what
and how they change over the course of a long
they learned. This approach lends itself more to
text such as a novel.
expository text rather than narrative. This could
I have used another variation of the assigning
be used as a framework to scaffold accurate
of character roles to a small group with Andrew
identification of main ideas and supporting
Clements' book Prindle. In fact, this approach
details arranged in outline form. Each home
generated for my class the first of what I congroup would share in the initial reading of the
sider successful discussions; ideas exchanged
text. Focus groups would be assigned to identify
were based in the book, grew from one another,
and outline the main idea and supporting details
and pulled out the major themes of the passage.
of one section of that text. Finally, focus groups
In small groups, students took on the roles of
would return "home" and construct an outline of
characters and worked to answer some general
the whole text by piecing each contribution
questions designed to highlight their differing
together.
opinions. Within their threesome students argued
Whole Class Discussion Variations
their viewpoints, often rather heatedly. Finally
the whole class reconvened to share the results.
Involving the whole class in a discussion as it
Although staying in character was not a stipulaunfolds can also secure the benefits of the contion during the larger group time, most students
cept. Especially at the beginning of the year
chose to do so, and the resulting exchange of
when establishing behaviors, the guidance of the
ideas took us one large step further in developing
teacher in a discussion can be helpful. Talk that
"is scaffolded by us, as teacher," (Calkins, 2001,
our responses to literature.
Smaller groups are
p. 227) at the outset of the year, is meant
to "move students along ... these
also good places to
Smaller
groups
are
also
have students debate
continuums" (Calkins, 2001, p. 227)
different perspectives
toward more independent conversagood places to have
tions. One way to demonstrate this is
of an issue or event
students debate different
from the reading. C.S. perspectives of an issue or
to record the progression of speakers
during one particular discussion and
Lewis's classic The
event from the reading.
then toss a ball of yarn around from
Lion, the Witch, and the
person to person in that order. Each
Wardrobe provides an
speaker holds on to the yarn so that more unexcellent source for this. At one point, the
winds
as it is thrown to the next person. This
younger brother, Edmund, betrays his siblings to
web can be used to point out how the discussion
an evil witch. Students can be assigned the role
bounces from teacher to students to teacher, and
of either defending or accusing Edmund's acthen open up the possibility of more interaction
tions. An interesting twist on this is to give
among students themselves instead of always
students a specified, and fairly short, amount of
bouncing
off the teacher. As students begin
time to find facts from the book that support
consciously to try to rely less on teacher-suptheir position. When the time is up they need to
plied structure and ideas, the activity can be
be able to justify their points to their partner of
repeated to assess their progress.
the opposite persuasion. If their partner perImposing a framework around which an exsuades them that the text does not back up the
change of ideas occurs independently can also be
claims they have made, they must cross off their
useful. One example of this is an adaptation of
point. Whole-class discussion time after this
the debate format. One website, devoted to a
activity reflects a much deeper understanding of
VOLUME
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some of the fictional characters. They tend to
curriculum guide developed by several cooperatjudge very harshly without taking into considering Canadian provinces, outlines the "format for
ation the context in which the characters had to
a full-class debate" (A Curriculum Guide for the
function. I have found that when I state the case
Secondary Level, 1998). After an issue is estabas, for example, the supporters of slavery viewed
lished for debate with the class, students are
it, students begin to realize the difficulties abolidivided into pro and con viewpoints. Students
tionists faced in arguments.
independently research
I
have
become
convinced
that
They also begin to see that
their thesis and find as
there are many more layers
many ideas, examples,
discussions centering around
to historical situations than
proofs, and textual supliterature can be a profound tool
first meet the eye. This
ports as possible. During
for instilling in students an
approach has the added
the debate, the desks are
interactive
view
of
reading,
benefit
of demonstrating
divided into the two
thinking,
and
dwelling
in
the
for students the usefulness
perspectives with opposclassroom,
home,
and
larger
of exploring both sides of
ing sides facing one
seemingly
cut-and-dried
another. Beginning with
community.
issues. Once they underthe affirmative side, the
stand the utility of such an approach, students
designated student shares his or her results. A
can be encouraged to employ it in their increasspeaker for the opposing side of the issue then
ingly independent conversations.
speaks. Depending on the desired level of formality, -points can be awarded for first time each
I have become convinced that discussions
student speaks, each new idea presented, and
centering around literature can be a profound
tool for instilling in students an interactive view
each proof or example that is cited. Points can be
deducted for speaking without being recognized
of reading, thinking, and dwelling in the classroom, home, and larger community. Establishing
by the chair, insults, speaking more than twice,
the parameters within which discussion is exetc.
The "Fishbowl" is another method for encourpected to take place, actively assessing those that
aging students to assess engagement in and
have taken place, and varying the structure to
conduct of increasingly independent class disemphasize different skills that are being acquired
through them, encourage an increasing level of
cussions. It consists of two circles; a smaller one
inside a larger one. While students seated at the
independence as they become actively involved
in conversations about text. The product of such
inner circle converse about the literature, those
on the outside observe, and then the roles are
independence is the creation of lifelong learners,
reversed. Sometimes the observations can be
whose connections go beyond the printed word
targeted to evaluate such things as building on
and into the world, truly bringing the content to
life.
the ideas presented by others, ensuring equal
participation by all, or sticking to the topic. At
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